Mercedes benz no power

Mercedes Sprinter van owners choose their vehicles because of the impressive mix of power,
reliability and fuel economy. If any of the sophisticated control systems on the vehicle are
malfunctioning, you can have issues with starting, idling or driving your Sprinter. Knowing how
to troubleshoot some common cause of your Sprinter van losing power allows you to contact a
qualified Mercedes shop before they become major issues and have them fixed. Watch for
power loss issues related to:. There are some points that you can look at under your hood to
determine what is causing your power loss. Check out our list of troubleshooting points to
consider:. These points can help you understand why your Sprinter van is suffering power loss
and make it easier to repair. We encourage Mercedes van customers in the Chicago area to
contact our experienced team here at Burdi Motorworks at the first sign of power loss. We can
diagnose the issues and make all the necessary repairs to get your Sprinter back on the road.
You need your van to keep your business moving, so let us help you ensure your van is reliable
and delivering full power when you need it. When I turn off engin for 10 seconds it starts and
drive away perfectly again? That is after I loosing the power going up the hill??? Tim Immel
says: August 14th, at pm Loss of power on highway towing car on tow dolly Ousman Nimaga
says: September 3rd, at pm Hey there, I need advise about losing power for sprinter van cdi.
Best regards Phillip Laity says: September 13th, at am Thank you, this information has been
very helpful to me. Have a fantastic day. Click here for download: Cars portfolio Vans portfolio
Trucks portfolio. Take a look at the engine finder here: Cars Vans. With our engine search, you
can find out: - Which engine options are available forâ€¦. With our engine search, you can find
out: - Which engine options are available for the vehicle in question? As a manufacturer, we
ensure that our genuine remanufactured parts benefit from the latest expertise and experience
when it comes to functionality, safety and quality. Complex tests that meet Mercedes-Benz 's
high standards of quality are performed. The parts are remanufactured by specially trained
personnel, which means that all wear parts can be professionally replaced by Mercedes-Benz
GenuineParts to meet the most stringent standards of quality. Guaranteed Mercedes-Benz
quality. Find out more. You can find several thousand Mercedes-Benz spare parts in just a few
clicks. We offer a wide range of genuine remanufactured parts for a variety of vehicle models.
For the Mercedes-Benz C-Class, for example, we offer a wide range of remanufactured parts for
the model series W â€” ; for the E-Class, we offer remanufactured parts from model series W
â€” Not possible? Of course it is! Be good to the environment and yourself. Use Mercedes-Benz
spare car parts remanufactured by the original manufacturer using resource-conserving
processes. Vital raw materials and energy are saved , and you can keep your costs to a
minimum. We transform used parts into genuine remanufactured parts in just six steps. This is
all possible thanks to our special remanufacturing process! Skip to main content Dealer search
Shops for commercial customers WebParts: for existing customers WebParts: for new
customers partslink24 Dealer search. WebParts: for existing customers. WebParts: for new
customers. Start the request for your remanufactured part here. Unfortunately we could not find
what you were looking for. Please contact your Mercedes-Benz dealer. Dealer Locator. Ops, it
seems you are looking for a part from a different category. Please contact your Mercedes-Benz
dealer Dealer Locator. Benefit from a high level of reliability and availability. Home page Cars.
Take a look at the engine finder here: Cars Vans With our engine search, you can find out: Which engine options are available forâ€¦. Take a look at the engine finder here: Cars Vans With
our engine search, you can find out: - Which engine options are available for the vehicle in
question? Show more Show less. Show more news Show less news. Engines Numerous
options â€” perfectly tailored to your needs. Transmission For optimum ease of shifting.
Detachable engine parts Efficient interaction with the engine. Suspension Comfort in any
situation. Clutch For fast, smooth gear changes. Electronic component parts Operate reliably
and durably. Information systems Easy access to the latest data. Exhaust systems Full
performance and long service life. Injection A perfectly matched fuel supply. Alternative drives
Future-proof and ecofriendly. Economical replacement part cost. Reliable availability.
Resource-friendly manufacturing. Do you want to be kind to both the environment and your
wallet? Mercedes Benz C owners have reported 99 problems related to car will not start under
the electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Mercedes Benz C based on all problems
reported for the C While driving on 95 highway taking an exit making a right turn roundabout the
steering wheel locked on me preventing me from continuing in the direction of the exit causing
me to almost crash into the metal railings; because my wheels now where locked in a position
that would force me to crash into the railings had I not stopped. I stopped and turn the car off
and restart for the steering wheel and system to reset and unlock. This incident occurred
around or I notified mercedes of what happened and I received notification of a recall on the
steering. I had the recall checked on my vehicle and thought it was fixed. However, twice in

November my car was stationary when trying to start the car, the steering was locked and the
ignition would not start. Then after making several attempts car eventually started. I called
mercedes and I was told over the phone by mercedes it could be my key faub. However, this
happened a 4th time on Dec 24, , numerous attempts to start car and car would not start,
steering was locked. Car had to be towed to dealership. Was told by mercedes theres a fault in
the steering lock modular. The electrical wiring is faulty and the entire steering modular has to
be replaced. This is a major safety issue, and can cause accidents when it malfunctions while
driving. I asked about the recall that was on the steering and was told the recall addressed a
different issue with the steering. See all problems of the Mercedes Benz C I was traveling to
north carolina and pulled over to change my tire, my car would not start. Leaving me stranded
on the interstate. Again I arrived on north carolina and the will not start after staying at a
friend's for the night. I cannot get back to connecticut. I researched and seen that this is an
ongoing issue that is not being rectified. Car was parked by side walk next to my house.
Inserted the key in the ignition and turned it. The car did not start, and the steering wheel was
locked. No lights flashed on the dashboard. Car had to be towed on truck bed since it's
rear-wheel drive. Dealer told me it's the ignition switch lock cylinder. This is a manufacturer's
defect. Not fair. The contact owns a mercedes-benz C The contact stated that while in a parking
lot and attempting to drive the vehicle, the vehicle failed to start. The contact stated that a
message on the instrument panel indicated to remove the key from the vehicle. The vehicle was
taken to an independent mechanic and the contact was informed that the key was not
recognized. The contact was informed that the electronic steering module failed and needed to
be replaced. The vehicle was repaired. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The
failure mileage was approximately 70, Tl- the contact owns a Mercedes Benz C The contact
stated that the vehicle failed to start, when attempted to drive. No warning indicator lights
illuminated. The vehicle was taken to Mercedes Benz of northlake dealer, located at northlake
auto plaza, bharlotte, nc , and was diagnosed that the electronic steering was faulty. The
technician replaced the steering lock. The failure mileage was approximately 87, Tl the contact
owns a mercedes-benz C While attempting to start the vehicle, the engine would not start and
the power steering ability seized. The vehicle was towed to Mercedes Benz of honolulu okapi
omani Ave, honolulu, hi where it was diagnosed that the steering lock module was faulty and
needed to be replaced. The module was replaced and the failure was remedied. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was 53, The contact stated that the
vehicle failed to start without warning. The vehicle was towed to mercedes-benz of south
charlotte n polk st, pineville, nc , where it was diagnosed that the electric power steering seized
and caused the failure. The manufacturer was not contacted. The failure mileage was , My C
stranded me in deming, nm. We had left el paso heading home to phoenix. Quick bio break in
dement, and that's where my C wouldn't start. The shop in deming said that the car would need
to be towed back to the dealer in el paso. Turned out my steering column control lock module
needed to be replaced. Between towing, lodging in deming and el paso, meals, etc I was out
over 2k. This is so I can start my car. According to my local mb dealer my service advisor said
he sees one or two a month with this problem. I picked up the car in with 50k miles. This issue
came 70k trouble free miles later. Amazed that one little part could strand me with no warning. I
am writing to file a complaint. The vehicle did not start after the key was put into the ignition.
There were no warning lights. In addition, the vehicle did not start at all. The tow service was
called. The tow repair representative indicated the problem may be the "ignition switch," as the
battery was fine. The vehicle was towed to the dealership. The entire ignition switch had to be
replaced. This is unacceptable. Fortunately, the vehicle was in a secure place -- the home
garage. However, had it been in another location, a serious safety hazard could have occurred.
The vehicle only has approximately 91, miles, so it is inconceivable as to why an ignition switch
would need to be replaced. There was no warning. This is an item that is clearly a
manufacturer's defect and should be under warranty. Steering wheel locked in garage. Car will
not start. This car has less than 64k miles. Car was stationary in my garage. Now I have to pay a
tow company to somehow get it out of garage, as it is front end in oriented pulled in instead of
backed in , and tow to dealership, and prepare for an overly inflated repair cost. The steering
lock failed. Stopped at the post office and my car would not start when I got back to the car. The
door locks would work but the ignition would not read my fob. I did a little research and found
that this is a common problem. Car will not start after diving. Power from battery is good. Door
still lock and unlock. This particluaf brand has issue with electronic steering locking and
leaving car mobileless. Cannot place car in neautral for towing. The vehicle will not start and
doesn't recognize the key. The vehicle was completely dead and had to jump start it. I drove the
car to have the battery replaced thinking that was it. When I arrived at the garage, the vehicle
would not restart and had to be towed to the dealership for repairs as the dealership was the

only one that could diagnose and repair. The vehicle would not start at all. Battery was replaced
and still did not start. Mercedes benz dealer stated that it needs an electronic steering lock.
Apparently this is a common problem with Mercedes Benz sedans. The vehicle was parked. The
car will not start, no power, no lights, no radio, no response after inserting the key. I tried both
keys and same issue exists with both keys. The electrical ignition switch needs to be replaced.
Outside temp 9 degrees car starts fine and I drive two miles to pick up a carry out order. After
sitting 15 minutes in front of the restaurant car will not start, not even attempt to crank. Lights
come on and a message pops up stating "inoperative - check manual. I tried to start one more
time and this time the vehicle started right away. Ignition switch failed at 76k miles. Gear shift
will not get out of park, steering wheel will not unlock and car will not start. Known to be a
common issue that affects all mercedes with electronic ignition. Mercedes should be brought to
court via class action for this. We are a small family owned car lot that has been in business
since We sold a mercedes C to a nice young couple last week. After only having it less than 24
hours, the customer called stating the vehicle will not start. Said went to start the vehicle in the
morning and the steering wheel was locked and car would not start. We had to call a tow
company to tow it to the mechanic and put them in a loaner car. It is insane how many of the
same issue have been recognized and reported yet there is no active recall on this very
dangerous, expensive issue with on a car that many people can only dream about having! I will
attach the link also that I found the others having the same issue. Read more Steering wheel will
lock disabling the car from being started. The key will turn but the car will not start. Good thing
it was parked on driveway! Car will not start and steering column is locked. Power to the
dashboard lights but no turnover. Local shop could not repair. Towed to mercedes dealer.
Purchases as cpo and bought extended warranty that has already run out. Electronic steering
wheel lock prevents car from starting. Car was at a stop and motor turned off - car would not
restart. Stranded miles from home. This has occurred multiple times necessitating auto club to
attempt to start. I went to work and my vehicle was just fine. I left for lunch break stopped at the
groccery store and went home which is just a few miles away. I parked my vehicle went inside
to drop my groceries off and eat lunch and when it was time to return to work my car would not
start! I was so pissed off! I only have 30k miles on my car and one owner before me. I am the
only driver and my car is in impeccable shape! I know it is not the battery because I just put a
brandnew one in just 3 months ago. I do not understand why there has not been a recall for this
issue because I see thousands of complaints about this repair so it is obviously a
manufacturing issue. When I first bought my benz I fell in love with the brand. Mercedes does
not treat it's customers right so this will be my last benz! When the key is inserted the car will
not start. Lights work but windows and dash message are not working. My mercedes C has a
faulty electronic steering lock fail-which left me stranded sitting in the park lot about 30 minutes
from home. Car would not start I tried to start my car and nothing happens. When I turn the key
to on nothing lights up, no crank, no clicks, no windows and no radio. I would lock and unlock
with the remote but that was about it. I tried jumping and I tried both keys still nothing happens
when I turned the key. Steering wheel was locked and gear stuck in park. I have read that this
has happened to a whole of mb's and should be a recall. Very disappointed in mercedes and will
not be purchase again nor will I recommend to anyone. Even the service at the dealership has
gone down. Quality and customer service is not what it use to be. Takata recall. The contact
stated that the vehicle failed to start when the key was turned over in the ignition. The dealer
carlton motorcars, laurens rd, greenville, SC , diagnosed that the electronic emissions switch
needed to be replaced. In addition, the vehicle was included in NHTSA campaign numbers: 16v
air bags and 16v air bags. The contact was to check to determine when a dealer could schedule
the recall repairs. The approximate failure mileage was 78, VIN tool confirms parts not available.
The car will not start, from stationary. It was parked there 10 minutes ago. Towed to the
dealership and was told it has a bad esl electronic steering lock. The issue has been widely
reported and seems to be a manufacturing defect. Mercedes benz should cover this cost. Went
to get in my car to go home. Once I put my key in the ignition and turn it, nothing happens. The
steering wheel remains locked, and the car will not start. I can hear the steering lock click, but
not unlock the steering wheel as soon as I put my key in the ignition. Car was parked and went
to drive car. It will not start. Both keys will not work. Problem is with electronic ignition switch
failure. No instrumentation display. Can not shift car out of park. Tried jumping car and it will
not start. Replaced battery and it will not start. I parked the car, and turned it off completely.
When I returned to the car, they key fob would only turn the dashboard lights on, but the car will
not start. The steering wheel is locked, and I cannot change the gear from "p". A message
would appear "remove key from ignition" whenever the door is open. I have searched and it
appears to be a very common problem in these models, where the eis or esl fails for no reason. I
had to tow the car to my apartment, and now I have to tow the car to the dealership because

they are the only ones who can solve this issue and reprogram it after installing the new parts.
When I returned to my car in the parking lot after grocery shopping in the evening, the car
would not start. The radio and lights on the dashboard worked and the seat moved, but the
engine would not start. I had this car checked not too long ago and everything was fine, but the
car just decided not to work suddenly. This is especially scary for a female stranded in a public
parking lot at night. I did not get any warning messages before the incident. I had to call
roadside assistance and try jump starting it first, which wasn't the problem as the battery was
fully charged. I ended up having to tow the car early next morning because the dealer was
closed and had to take a cab home. When I went to the dealer and stated all the "symptoms",
mb knew right off the bat what the problem was, which to me is alarming. It obviously is a very
common issue. They are very well aware of it, yet they are not doing nothing about it, as they
say it is not a safety problem. How is this not a safety problem when the driver doesn't get a
slightest warning or even a message that the car won't start and will leave you stranded
wherever you are? I almost had a panic attack, because I didn't know what to do and never had
to call roadside assistance. The only reason I had gotten a Mercedes Benz was for its safety. Mb
site states: "true to their heritage, they're engineered to protect you in ways you might never
have imagined. And with the hope that you'll never have to. This is very disappointing. Car will
not start while parked. Battery checked and tested good by aaa. Steering wheel locked. Car will
not shift out of park. Towed to christian brothers automotive and problem was diagnosed as eis
failure. Was told that this is a very common problem for this car. However, it is a 'dealer only'
repair due to mercedes refusal to either sell parts or release codes to independent dealers. Was
also told there is a lawsuit attempting to force mercedes to cease with the proprietary baloney.
The repairs are very expensive and there is no alternative to the dealership. This needs to be a
recall or, at the very least, all the necessary parts and codes need to be made available to
independent repair facilities. Vehicle was stationary on the side of a highway due to a low tire
pressure warning. Vehicle was turned off. Minutes later, attempt was made to turn vehicle back
on. Vehicle did not turn on engine did not turn. Vehicle was towed to home where same
phenomenon occurred, vehicle did not turn on although key was inserted and ignition switch
rotated, engine would not start. All web information points to a common problem and may pose
safety hazard, especially when trying to avoid unsafe situations, such as parked alongside a
highway where cars speed by at approximately 65 mph. Issue is known and Mercedes Benz fails
to acknowledge premature failure of ignition components. Stationary while at the rest area
during a hot summer day on the side of the highway. The steering column or electronic steering
lock esl failed and the car would not start. Car won't start and steering won't unlock. I stopped
and cut the engine of and tried restarting the car it won't do anything. This particular part is
faulty on most mercedes C Several hundred thousands are having issues with this particular
part and at moments they get it working and at other times not so much. This part needs to be
recalled since it is a dealer only replacement part and no one can touch is besides the dealer
due to theft and security measures. Mercedes has this particular issue cornered and is not
doing anything to work with the customer. Key is not recognized when inserted in the ignition.
Therefore, car will not start. Dealership states that the electronic ignition switch eis is faulty.
This problem is well documented through out the USA. On July 19th, , I ran several errands.
Once at home, I tried to start my car. The ignition did not turn but battery life was strong.
Dashboard read " remove key car will not start. Front driver seat belt make the airbag light come
on and off when driving on the dash. Car will not start shortage that kill the battier this is my
second battier in a week. Car Problems. Electrical System problems. Wiring problems. Ignition
Switch problems. Starter problems. Ignition Module problems. Trunk Wiring problems. Software
problems. Battery Dead problems. After replacing the mass air flow sensor and the EVAP, my
car still doesn't have any power when I press the gas. The car does have surges of acceleration,
but then it accelerates no further. I was told it might be the throttle position sensor. A faulty
throttle position sensor can most certainly duplicate all of the symptoms that your Mercedes is
experiencing, however a faulty fuel pump or even a defective mass airflow sensor can be the
cause to these issues too. I have many times installed a brand new mass airflow sensor on a
vehicle, only to have had them fail right out of the box in pieces. I recommend enlisting the
assistance of a certified mechanic to come by and inspect your Mercedes with you before
making any more repairs. They will have all of the tools and the experience necessary to identify
exactly why your Mercedes is having a lack of power. They will also be able to perform the
repairs necessary to restore power to your Mercedes so you can drive worry free. Q: No power
when accelerating asked by Anna D. Rocco Lovetere Automotive Mechanic. The statements
expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified.
Please see our terms of service for more details. Home Questions. What others are asking My
truck bogs down when I accelerate going down the road This may be a sign of a dirty or failing

mass air flow sensor. The mass air flow sensor is a unit in the intake system that monitors air
intake as it is mixed with fuel prior to being injected Read more. Head gasket gone If your head
gasket has gone bad, stop driving the vehicle as soon as possible. A head gasket replacement
does require removal of multiple engine parts to replace and is usually a costly repair. This is
why many people decide Car doesn't recognize the key when it's inserted There are several
common possible issues. Low battery voltage can cause this type of situation to occur. Another
possibility is a problem in the drive authorization system. The key itself is also something to
consider. The drive authorization system needs Rear end noise, weak acceleration Hello. A
better description of what it sounds like would help me to determine what you need. If you are
getting a grinding, growling, or popping noise, then it is more than likely a failing rear
differential. These commonly fail The most likely are: a stuck closed EGR valve a failed EGR
valve solenoid faulty oxygen sensor low fuel pressure exhaust leak These can also Car loses
power, cannot start. Many different faults can cause the misfires such as the spark plugs, coil
packs, fuel injectors, fuel pump, MAF sensor, oxygen My car jerks when I accelerate This may
be a sign of a dirty or failing mass air flow sensor. The mass air flow sensor reads the air intake
as it is mixed with fuel prior to being injected into the motor. When this fails, this My car is 26
years old, so don't feel bad. The big issue with "older" cars is corrosion and deterioration of
critical rubber products like valve Power window, signal light and wiper malfunction after rain
water got inside my car. Hi there. Usually when electrical components inside the vehicle
become wet, it will only take one exposed wire to short out a relay or fuse panel. There are
several electrical components that operate all of these systems that may have Related articles.
How How often does the mass airflow sensor need to be replaced? Mass airflow sensors MAF
have no expiration date. Reliable car performance depends on sensors to collect and relay data.
Some car sensors can be cleaned to make them work reliably again. An engine control unit ECU
, is a computer that similar to that of a laptop or smartphone Browse other content. Car is not
getting enough power Inspection. Keyless entry and push-button start systems have saved the
world countless seconds of time by removing the key from the equation. Remember trying to
find the ignition in the dark only to realize how all those scratches showed up in the first place?
The only real problem with new technology is that no one knows how to use it. Here is how to
unlock your Mercedes-Benz when the battery dies. You may already be aware of what a valet
key is, but many people are surprised to find out where it is located. All Mercedes-Benz key fobs
contain a valet key inside of them. Look where the fob is attached to the key ring. There is a
little clip. Push that clip to the side and the valet key will pop out. With the key still in the slot,
pull the door handle. This should pop open the cover to the right of the handle. Grab that cover
and pull it off firmly. With that off, you will find a secret door lock. The valet key goes here to
unlock the door. This way is more complicated, but it is possible for the DIY mechanic. If you
have no experience with this, it may be best to call your local service department. It can be in
many different places depending on the make and model of your car, and may require you to
jack the car up. Connect starter solenoid to a power source. This can be difficult if your starter
is tucked away in a hard-to-reach spot. The most common way to do this is to use jumper
cables connected to a screwdriver. Connect one end of the cables to the battery in a running
vehicle. With the other end, connect the black wire to a ground source and connect the red wire
to the metal rod of the screwdriver. Now you can poke the screwdriver onto the solenoid power
bolt. With the screwdriver touching, click unlock on your key fob. How to unlock Mercedes-Benz
with dead battery Keyless entry and push-button start systems have saved the world countless
seconds of time by removing the key from the equation. Step 1 All Mercedes-Benz key fobs
contain a valet key inside of them. Step 2 Connect starter solenoid to a power source.
Mercedes-Benz offers quality vehicle service at convenient locations. How to check the
transmission fluid on my Mercedes-Benz. It also contains the integrated flasher control circuitry
electronics for the indicators and intermittent wipers. What usually happens is the board suffers
corrosion, usually caused by a spilled drink or liquid that makes its way inside the steering
column and starts the electrolytic corrosion process off. Sugary drinks such as coke or a sweet
tea or coffee will do nicely. Of course on occasion its just damp and condensation that sets the
whole bad connection scenario off, but for whatever reason this is the centre of all electrical
connection to the vehicle and more often than not is the source of a catalogue of seemingly
untraceable electrical faults. Then remove the cowling that forms the lower part of the steering
wheel column cover. Two cross head screws at the top and a single 10mm nut at the base will
remove the plastic cowling. Once removed undo the single 10mm fixings top and bottom, then
flip up the protective disc and remove the large red power lead eyelet. Once the fixings are
removed and the large wire is protected pull out the top of the board directly from the two
connectors beneath the steering wheel. Once this is out the board will pull down to allow you to
remove the connectors behind. Once all these are removed the unit can be lifted away from the

column and inspected. This will facilitate the easy cleaning and inspection of the tags that
connect with the molex loom connectors. Once clean the unit can be reassembled and fitted
back in pretty much the same way as it was removed. Sometimes due to a weak moulding, the
threaded insert in the column plastic fails, preventing the secure fastening of the fuse board at
its top edge. The best cure for this is to remove the insert with careful use of a screwdriver and
prize it out, then using a strong tie-wrap as pictured to secure the whole assembly. You may
find that some of the fuse carriers have also corroded on the visible side of the board, the unit
can be further dismantled to reveal the internal components of the holders that can be cleaned
in the same way as the rear connectors. However the most common cause of problems will be
in the multi-way connectors on the rear of the unit. Test the electrics before fitting the cowling
and you should be good to go! Have mod gone into limp mode. Has been put computer it said
low boost pressure, but they tell me the trubo is stuffed. So how come when they clear all the
codes it runs like a charm ,if the turbo had it why when they plugged it into computer it comes
good. I drive trucks for a living as far as as i know a turbo either works or does not. Hi Bill, As
you have probably read there is a great deal that can cause the issues you have. With regard to
the turbo itself, you are correct that it either spools and compresses or it does not, but there is a
middle ground â€” does it produce enough boost to always be in the required load range worn
turbo or is the actuating mechanism intermittent causing an occasional no boost condition that
sets the vehicle into LHM. Maybe that is a pointer to the problem?. Check the connections to the
ECU for corrosion as water is known to get through the bulkhead grommet and run down the
loom into the ECU connectors. If you see a problem here, clean up the contacts and connector
blocks then prevent further water ingress. Worth a look as I have been caught out with unusual
gremlins caused by this fault before. Maybe I would also look to swapping out the MAP sensor
in the induction pipework post turbo, or at least cleaning it with some carb spray to see if there
is any improvement. This is a common device that fails regularly by reporting incorrect boost
pressures to the ECU and it could just be the problem. Let me know how you get on. Best
Regards and good luck Steve. Hi steve Thanks for your help will check all those points. I did not
alter the revs turned the lights off and it went back to revs. My auto elec thinks this might be the
problem. What do you think Regards Bill. Hi Bill, That does sound strange and could be a
problem with the fuse board power distribution connections under the steering wheel?. All the
best Steve. I was looking for electrical problem or sensor problem that would cause the car to
rev but not move. Leading up to this is car reving but car is not moving as fast as the gas was
given whene pedal was pushed down. Code finally came up after sitting with car running but not
moving for 15 minutesâ€¦. What could it be? You did not give an exact model, but if it has fitted
a Other issues could be with control solenoids or electronic gear shifter but most likely the first
listed. I have multiple faults on my ml Hi Paul, Assuming these problems come and go it could
be a poor earth somewhere. Look both under bonnet and in the right hand kick fuse panel of the
car for star connected clusters of brown wires. Make sure they are all clean and tight with good
continuity to the body. It sounds possibly as if the issue could be to do with the CAN
communications being interrupted to body control modules that affect lighting, locking and
other functions. Let me have a little more detail when you can as it may give a better clue as to
what is happening. Model year would be good too. On acceleration in my sprinter cdi the engine
splutters at the same time the temp gauge jumps in time with the splutter. Cut back the
insulation jacket and have a look. Occasionally the injector loom that sits on top of the rocker
cover wears through and creates an intermittent short. If any injector goes open or short
momentarily the engine will stumble. A more permanent short or open circuit would stop it
running altogether. Hope this helps. Ps just check the condition of the star ground point behind
the battery, 13mm nut with the battery negative and three other earths attached. Clean them all
up. Also check importantly the engine earth braid strap, though usually this one would result in
lazy or poor starter cranking. Hi Nadir, Did you way the engine compartment or just external of
van? On my vito intermittently the srs, handbrake and brake warning lights flash on then
usually straight off all at the same time. Sometimes the srs light stays on for a few miles then
clears itself. The strange thing is that the brakes and airbag are totally different components but
all three lights always flash up at the same time. Is there a similar issue on my chassis? Thanks
for posting such a well done piece. Hi Mike, The fuse box forms part of the kick panel plastics,
its some thing I have yet to cover pictorially you may find this of some use. Best Regards Steve.
Hi Arnie, I think you would be better to have a look around the back of the ignition switch area
behind the steering cowl. Use a test meter to confirm what you are connecting to is exactly what
you want. Regards Steve. You obviously know your stuff, so I am wondering if you can throw
any light on an issue I have thats foxed my local MB dealer. Sprint shift. The problem is the van
starts fine , but when the brake pedal is depressed ,for the sprint shift to engage gear , it cuts
out. This is intermittent, can go a few days with no problem , then it happens times the next day!

I have replaced the pressure switch above the brake pedal , and brake bulbs , the housings for
these are relatively new. Now the problem has developed further, as whilst driving and went to
indicate , lifting the stalk caused both rev and petrol gauge to die and loss of power to the
engine! Hi Julien, This does sound like fuse box issues under the steering column. The stalk
plugs into the top of the board so unsurprised moving this causes an issue. If you get the start
error often either you have an issue with the key or key security module that lies behind the
instrument cluster. If you have a spare key try using that for a day or two and see if things
improve. The key chip may be faulty. I have a problem with my Vito wipers, its a model, the vito
wipers will work on slow but on any other setting it will just judder and then stop across the
screen, I thought this was the motor so i changed the motor. But the problem is still there,
someone suggested that it could be the relay, I dont even know where the relay is. Any help
would be great. Hi John, The circuit that controls the wipers and intermittent function is like the
Sprinter and is integrated into the fuse board under the steering column in the W Vito. The rear
of the fuse board has a few push in connectors some for the ignition others for the power
distribution, make sure all these are clean and corrosion free. Change the control stalk next
would be my suggestion, if no different then look towards an issue with the fuse power
distribution board as described. Be percent sure your replacement motor and wiper rack works
as it should and connect 12v directly to it and make sure it functions as designed at all speeds.
Hi Ben, There are a block of power fuses on the battery terminal see here , these have a habit of
corroding it could be that one of the supplies here is all corroded. Break them all down one by
one and clean the mating parts and see if that makes any difference. The fuse board under the
dash near the bonnet release is generally quite hardy and it seems strange as you have lost a
selection of items. This draws me to think that one of the brace of fused distributed power taps
has either a blown fuse or corroded connection. Though unlikely but worth checking out it
could be that you have an issue with the control stalk module, the arms either side of the
steering wheel that action these functions â€” just worth an investigate if nothing else proves
positive. Hope that helps. Thanks for yet another informative and helpful post. Switzerland in
February , so glow plugs seemed a reasonable diagnosis. Finally got to a MB dealer in Zurich
who diagnosed the fuse box as the source of the problem. Easiest course of action since we
were pushed for time and far from home was to replace it with a new one. Cost CHF â€”
considering everything is so much more expensive in Switzerland, I had feared it would cost
more. Being a dealership, they gave me the old box: I plan to use this thread to see if I can
resurrect the old box. This is awesome Steve, thank you. Do you have any suggestions for
means of cleaning everything? Brass wheel on Dremel tool? Very much appreciated. I have a
sprinter The temp gauge just dropped down to zero then it jump back up and down. I have
changed the temperature sensor and the thermostat and still the same problem. Do you think
the fuse box can be my problem? Hi Daniel, It could be a short in the wiring or a broken
conductor near the plug to the temp sensor on the stat housing. Have a close look in that area.
Best Steve. The LED backlight on the odometer does not shut off after the vehicle is turned off.
This I think has been causing the battery to drain when the van has been sitting for extended
periods of time. Hi Harry, could be the ignition switch is faulty allowing current to pass to aux
circuits when in off position or a door closure switch not making â€” this means the vehicle
thinks a door is open and illuminates the odometer. You should be able to open a door and the
milage display illuminates. Interesting and informative article. It all seems to come together
now. If I stop and turn off the van after limp mode and restart, it returns to normal. As a former
mechanic, I opened the steering column cover and was able to move the right side connector? I
have not looked up in the right side of the fuse block, but it feels like a long connector. I am
curious, if I begin to follow your removal instructions with the red live cable, will everything be
okay while removing and cleaning the unit, as long as I do not short the live cable? Thank you
very much. Your email address will not be published. Plagiocephaly â€” what is it? Mercedes
Sprinter Fuse Box. Worth a look as I have been caught out with unusual gremlins caused by this
fault before Maybe I would also look to swapping out the MAP sensor in the induction pipework
post turbo, or at least cleaning it with some carb spray to see if there is any improvement. I will
check it out. Steve Ps just check the condition of the star ground point behind the battery,
13mm nut with the battery negative and three other earths attached. Hi Steve On my vito
intermittently the srs, handbrake and brake warning lights flash on then usually straight off all
at the same time. Do you have any ideas please? Thanks Paul. Where is the best place to pickup
an ignition switched 12v live? Hi Steve, You obviously know your stuff, so I am wondering if you
can throw any light on an issue I have thats foxed my local MB dealer. Sorry I have not been a
huge help, let me know how you get on. Hope that helps Steve Hope this helps. Hope that helps
Steve. Im still fighting with this issue. Thanks for this post, your site is an excellent resource,
really appreciate it. Hi Steve I have a sprinter Any advice on how to fix this? Thank you. Leave a

Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. However, before you attempt to fix
the issue yourself, a few conditions need to be met first such as:. The most obvious reason is
that the battery might already be too old. Most vehicle owners would replace the battery only
after ten years of use, but the replacement should be considered as early as 6 to 7 years. Fuse
and relays. Make sure that you replace it with the same ampere fuse like the original one after
testing the fuse using a digital multimeter. Brake Light Switch. Gear Selector Module. Fuel
issues. To check, make sure you have a fuel pressure gauge that has a Schrader valve adapter.
You have to turn off the engine and connect the gauge to the Schrader v
silverado muffler replacement
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alve test port. Once connected, start your engine and make sure you get around 60 psi that way
even if you turn off the engine, the pressure is steady. Also, check the status of your fuel pump
and the fuel pump relays. You should hear the fuel pump run every time someone turns the key
in your ignition to position 2. Ensure that the fuel filter is also replaced as old ones tend to get
clogged up. Check engine fault codes. Ensure that your battery is working properly. If none of
your own diagnostic tests and troubleshooting will start your vehicle, call Laguna Niguel Auto
Center at for your Mercedez Benz repair Laguna Niguel needs. Crankshaft position sensor. You
would know if you have a failed crankshaft position sensor if: the check engine light turns on
the car intermittently starts the car misfires there is hesitation when it starts the engine vibrates
the engine stalls If you experience any of these issues, replace the sensor as it is quite
inexpensive. How to Spring Clean Your Car.

